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COPPER STOCKS INCREASE
New York, Feb. 7. The statement
of the Copper Producers' association
for January shows an increase in
stocks on hand of 7,S8.r),750 pounds.
Production for the month was
pounds, an increase of
over December. Domestic deliv
ery made a substantial gain, but this
waa largely offset by the decline in
foreign deliveries. Total deliveries
were 125,595,870, an increase of

Jekyl Island, Feb. 7. After an examination of scarcely twelve minutes by Samuel Unjermyer, counsel for
the Pujo committee, William
Rockefeller, the aged Standard Oil magnate, this afternoon showed signs of a laryngeal spasm and Indications of
an approaching nervous collapse. At the Insistence of
his physician, the examination
was discontinued.
When Representative Pujo
and Mr. Untermyer reached
here this afternoon to examine Mr. Rockefeller they immediately went into conference with his counsel and personal physician. The party,
accompanied only by the official secretary and .stenographer, were taken to the
Rockefeller .al'yrtment where
the examination was held behind closed doors.

125,-r,8- 5

ATTORNEY

HISKS

HIS

LIFE FOR DARRQVV
DOCEARL ROGERS ,S TOLD
TORS HE WILL DIE IF HE
CONTINUES WORKING.

.

tcoay
Washington, Feb. 7. The clas be
tween United States Commissi ner
Oliver and the United States attor.
ney at El Paso over the service of
warrants of arrest on Enrique C.
Llorente, Mexican consul at El Paso,
who in the meantime has fled to
Juarez, Mexico, was reported today
at Attorney General Wickersham.
The federal attorney instructed the
marshal to hold up the warrants until he had investigated the charges
against the consul of violating the
neutrality by a conspiracy to . ship
arms into Mexico. The commissioner thereupon lifted the case from the
control of the attorney by. appointing
R. E. Bryant a special officer to
make the arrest.
Commerce and industry In interior
Mexico are reported paralyzed by the
railway strike. The American copper
smelter at Matchuala, San Luis
has given notice that it will
close tomorrow night as it nas become impossible to receive supplies.
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Los Angeles, eb.
Disregarding
doctor's warnings' to "quit the Darrow case or. die," Karl Rogers, counsel for Clarence S. Darrow, conducted the examination today of George
N. Lockwood, a venireman, who played the principal role in the jury bribery incident which abruptly ended
the famous McNamara trial in November, 1911.
Rogers was taksa ill last week
and Darrow directed his own case.
The doctors decided last night that
unless Rogers abandoned all work
he would die or lose his reason. He
Insisted, nevertheless, on appearing
in court today to
who next to Bert H. Franklin
and Robert F. Bain, the McNamara
Juror who confessed to having been
bribed, is the most Important witness agajnst Darrow.
--

-

B'unswick, Ga., Feb. 7. The
money trust inquisitors came
to Brunswick today to wrest from
the
aged William Rockefeller's lips
the
as
career
financial
of
his
secrets
Standard
active agent of the
Oil group of bankers.
Representative Arsene H. Pujo,
chairman of the house money trust
committee, and Samuel Untermyer, the
committee's lawyer, with a retinue of
clerks, came with the direct authority
of the investigating committee to hear
old witness in his refuge,
the
Jekyl Island.
caCONFERENCE ON BILLS
Three incidents In the financial
obthe
were
reer of Mr. Rockefeller
Washington, Feb. 7. The Lever and
ened in Pope Bills for agricultural and vocii- ject of the long chase that
wanted ilnnal ashsis.l avtonolnn rr!cnr Tpont in
Mr.
Untermyer
visit.
today's
the
history of L conference committee of the
to got into the record
or and senate for compromise.
finance
"franztad
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ii.
ganization of the Amalgamated Copromance
the
1901
and
in
per company
of the transactions in Amalgamated USES WOODEN LEG
stock in 1906 and 1907, when the securities, after a dizzy cfimb to about
TO DEFEND BABES
120 points, dropped to 42.
William Rockefeller, with the late
II. II. Rogers, Marcus Daly, Thomas RURAL MAIL CARRIER HAS EXLawson and others, organized the
CITING ADVENTURE WITH
Amalgamated Copper, according to
PARCEL POST BUNDLES.
testimony already before the committee, acquiring the stock of Boston un?
Ulniers, S. C Feb. 7. A novel adMontana, Butte and Boston and other venture Incident to parcel post sercopper producing companies which vice, involving two babies sand a
ware later sold to the' new concern wooden leg, all three sent by mail,
.at a big increase In price.' Mr. Unter- was reported he.'4, o'r.y !..' K.itsaf P
myer wanted the details of this deal rlilLlipiv a rural mall carrier connectfrom the Standard Oil magnate him- ed with the local office.
J
self.
While covering his route, with two
Other testimony before the commit- infants and a wooden leg among his
tee showed that in 1907 the United "parcels," Phillips was attacked by a
Metals Selling 'company, controlled by wild-caFor a moment, says , the
Mr. Rockefoller and Mr, Rogers, whlh carrier, his live mail was in danger
of being carried away. Selecting th
handled for the producers about
cent of the country's copper
wooden log ftB the most available
held back the bulk of the weapon, however, Phillips wielded it
the so well that he put the wild cat M
nrnrlnnt from utile, maintaining
a
cents
25
of
at
the
metal
price
flight All thre rarccls were
none the worse for the en
pound. Meantime on the stock ex
changed dealings in Amalgamated veve counter.
active at high prices. In October the
metal was released, the price dropped
WILSON IN GOTHAM.
to 13 cents and Amalgamated stock,
New York, Feb. 7. Presl lenl-e- i jet
In a falling market, dropped to .2. Wilson came to New York fr.m
The relation between the "corner" of
this afternoon to be the
the United Metals Selling company gtmst of a Princeton classmate,
and tie vigorous campaign in Amal- Cleveland
II.
Dodge, over uigbt.
re
gamated stock is what Untermyer Half a dozen Princeton friond
wanted to pet from Rockefeller.
invited to meet .Mr. Wilson ai
At a conference ot Jekyl Island thiH
cross-examin- e
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the feet and shoulders, according

VERDICT.

Latin-Americ-

lice graft begun with the murder or

CARNEGIE IS INTERESTED.
Herman Rosenthal last summer. Ha
New York, Feb. 7. Andrew Car- is James Purce'.l, once a gambling
negie was one of a party of e4ght house proprietor. Through him, Aswhich made a thorough inspection of sistant Attorney Moss expects to un-

'i

Ellis Island today, ihe iron master
took a keen Interest in the proceedings while more than &0o immigrants
from three steamers were examined.

fold to the a'dermenic committee a
story of many thousands of dollars
paid over a long period for police protection.
Purcelle has been "under cover"
for months ever since the besianing
of Charles Becker's trial for the
murder of Rosenthal.
was ready
to corroborate In many details Jack
Rose's story of graft told in the
Becker trial, but was not called as a
witness because Justice Goft ruled
out testimony through which the
state hoped to prove that Becker collected graft Purcelle wiU now tell
his story, giving the names of
to whom hi? made payment?, .ii;'ep on
which I....;, were paid tad taa;,; oi.i'rr
details.
Police Commissioner Waldo said
today that notwithstanding the refusal of District Attorney Whitman to
permit Police Captain. Walsh to disclose his confession to the police, the
investigation by the police of his
story would continue without interruption.
It was more important, JTr. Waldo
said, immediately to get grafters off
the police force than to await th9 result of their trials in the courts. Inspector Sweeney, suspended as a result of Walsh's confession, has made-n-
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A SOCIALIST
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BLIND, DEAF AND DUM3, SHE ADDRESSES INTELLIGIBLY
A
LARGE CROWD.

:

re.p-utrt- d.

IS PASSED
used by the Servian and Bulgarian
R ep resen ta ti v e armies.
Garner's resolution calling upon the
The major thinks that the present
attorney general for all papers in his flphtlnk will not amount to much, and
recent, order directing the United that the war will soon be over. The
States marshal at New lorlt, not to cholera scale, he added, had, been
perhaps by the
serve, bench warrants for the arrest greatly
of John D. Arcbbold, W. S. 'IV.r-lTurks themselves in order to frighten
7.

e.var-erale-

,
end Henry C.
flarnlai.l Cil of- the allies from piweontlug their cam- mi'wu"
to Un en!)'mt m
ficials recently Indicted In Texas, wash-ethe hoiiK" today.
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ALFONSO IS RESTLESS
Madrid, Feb. 7. There is much ta.k
MUCH
DR. WATSON" in Spanish official circles a3 to Kin? COMMISSIONER
GETS EUSY
Alfonso's desire to personally show
his friendly sentiments toward "he DECLARES
JUROR
EXPLAINS
THE WEAKHE WILL GET R,P OF
ftates of
It is said
GRAFTERS
NESSES IN THE CASE PREAS RAPIDLY AS
the king may decie to visit some ol
IT
IS
SENTED BY PROSECUTOR.
POSSIBLE.
the South American countries In the
indefinite future. His majesty's secNew York, Feb. 7. Another gamblieach retary declared that no royal visit to
Aiken, S. C, Feb. 7. F.
was acquitted this afternoon in the Buenos Ayres by way of Xevv York ler has come to the aid of the disAiken county court of the charge of has been arranged, as had been report- - trict attorney, it was announced today, to continue the disclosures of poassaulting his wife. - The jury was
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the members of the Ladies' Jailors
and Dressmakers' National association who gathered in this city today
for their annual spring convention.
The drooping shoulder line will be
the proper thing. Long sleeves and GAMBLER PURCELLE PROMISES
AIKEN JURY ACQUITS MILLIONaccordion plaiting wiil be among the
TO TELL THINGS ABOUT
AIRE OF ALLEGED ASSAULT
revivals.
de
chine
Crepe
promises
NEW YORK OFFICERS.
UPON HIS WIFE.
to be the most popular of fabrics.
Numerous changes In styles are
AEE SHORT scheduled for discussion by the dress- SAYS HE EOUGIIT PEOTECTIOM
DELIBERATIONS
makers during their three days' ses
sion, but so ar as can be learned no
DECLARES
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LESS THAN TWO HOURS IS RE- change is
THOUSANDS
contemplated In the size of
OF
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CHANGE IN STYLES.
New York, Feb.
7. The modish
of
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coming
spring and sum
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out exactly one hour and 45 minutes.
n
Beach was not in ibe court room
calling on the
president Joj reasons for American when the verdict was read, having
nterferentte ;i .Swaiapuaa "revolu- - gone to lunch during the recess, I ut
tion.
he arrived a few minutes later and
canals committee de- went to the jury box and shrjk hands
ferred action on Hoot Panama canal with members of the jury.
amendment until next wek.
"There was absolutely nothing to
Senators
liver, UiFolJette-Root, the case," the foreman told tieacb.
Smoot and. Onnming appointed legis- "There was too much 'Watson and
not enough 't'herlock.' "
lative steering committee.
Conferees of senate and house conMrs. Beach did not return to the
sidered Lever and page bills for ag- court room. The foreman explained
ricultural and vocational school ex that the delay in reaching a verdict
tension with it view to forming a wae due to the fact that one or two
compromise i ..Hare.
jurors wanted to discuss
House Con ''led at noon.
under the sun except the case."
Resumed
ol
i ,i
There was not a demonsir.-itio'ictiltural ap- propria tion
any kind when the verdict aaf.
. n
Beach returned to Sis home
on At- Adopted rt
;
!t to join his wife.
torney Wickt t
.Ing to (he tr , .
t theci eiiing of, today'g ;sesPjtl ,
ot tne Beach
against faianiaii Oil oificers.
trial. Congressman
Shipping trust committee resumed Byrnes addressed the jury for the deRailway Lines put Out of Business
El Paso, Tex., B'eb. 7. Traffic on its hearings.
fense. He contened that the pros
Alaskan af'airs subject of hearing ution had failed to produce any evithe Mexican Central railway below
this port was suspended indefinitely before territories committee.
dence to connect Beach with the assault As he spoke Mrs. Beach aptoday when meager details were
made known cf rebel activity midpeared weary for the first time during
the trial. Resting her chin upon a
way between the state capita' and NEWS IS TOO IliiiHET
the border. Debels are reported to
gloved hard, she f.tzfd at the lav rev
have attacked
small federal gam-sotired eyes.
COLISEO THEY SAY through
at Gallego, burning the station
Mr. Byrnes spoke for half an hour,
house, tearing up the track, burning
and then yielded the remainder of his
to Juge W. Q. Davis, of the!
many railroad trestles and cutting DIPLOMATS OF
time
THE EUROPEAN
two railway guards. Farther north
defence's counsel. Colonel D. S. Hen
POWERS SKEPTICAL
RE- a troop train bearing 400 cavalry to
derson closed for the defense
PORTS OF THE WAR.
"What motive did Beach have for
Juarez, is stranded between b)urned
bridges' and in danger of a rebel atLondon, Fob. 7. The war reports cutting his wife?" asked Colonel Hentack.
thus far received are viewed with derson, addressing the jury. "Not
considerable skepticism, since It is only has the prosecution failed to
To Increase Coast Patrol
well understwd that they merely re- prove that Beach committed the asSan Diego, Calif., Feb. 7. Under flect
the vievs which the respective sault, tout It was unable to show any
hurried orders from the navy departarmy headquarters desire to spread. reason for his doing it He did not
ment the gunlioat AnnapoliB began
Yesterday's report from Constanti- do it and the one, who was assaulted
coaling today and will clear before nople of losses inflicted Dy the Turk- has told you that he did not do it.
niKht for Guy mas to reinforce the
ish fleet on the Bulgarian army ad-- y Would you convict a yellow dog of
cruiser Denver and thq auxiliary Bufvancing through the Peninsula of anything on the evidence that has
falo in the patrol of, the western MexGalhpoli was today declared unfound- been offered against Beach here?"
ican coast.
Colonel Henderson concluded shorted by the i'ulgarian war offices at
ly before noon and after a short reSofia.
INSURES PLAYERS' LIVES.
The Bulgarian staff asserts also cess Prosecutor Gunter began his
Chicago, D'eb. 7. President Charles
an ottoman force which attempt- closing argument.
that
W. Murphy, of tne Chicago National
The prosecutor attacked the story
ed yesterday to aavance from Tchat-alj- a
league team, announced today that
told
was
by Mrs. Beach, terming it a
direction
in the
pf Izzodin,
he had Insured the lives of Manager
"mere fabrication, no more and no
the
Bulgarian
by
repulsed
quickly
John J. Ever and Catchers .lames
loss. The less." He said It was absurd for her
Archer and Roger Dresnehan, for troops after suffering heavy
con- to claim that the alleged negro asof
bombardment
Adrianople
150,000 each for the present year, or
adsailant had forced her to the ground
without
tinues
any
appreciable
a total of $ir0,(,K)0.
with his hands and afterwards hit
"I do not think I could replace vantage.
her In the head with a stick that she
4
either of the play.rs for $."UI00 and
said he was carrying when he enVisitors are Barred
ns a' bUaifiess proposition
deefjod
tered the yard.
Muur.ie
7.
Feb.
Majo?
New
York,
to insure' their livp:i for my own
"Mrs. Tiench never told how she
United
Twenty-nintMeFarland,
said Murphy
around the corner of the house
v"ii
k
New
got
in
States infantry, arrived
of where her earrings and combs were
months
three
after
nearly
A STEERING COMMITTEE
today
in found." declared the solicitor. "She
Washington, Feb. 7. Senators, Oli- special duty at the srenes of i" M- claims to
have been forced to her
Valor
(met.
Although
ver, La FoUetf e, Root. Smoot . and ibe near
. Then again
uu
iiuhi
Cummins were designated today ns etal land had ample credentials, tl.e Km
did
sue
not scream
Mrs.
Bench
says
not
rewcize
the legislating steering committee au- I!u.arla;i army did
cut her. Don't
had
the
In n
negro
of
extent
permitting
the
to
them
thorized by yesterd&y'B republican cauknow that she screamed and
cus. It is expected that the commit- to go an. where near the biitthv.'C'm.'. yon
- kept on pcreaming the minute her
mlfrom
t
to-'.i
lu.rs.'..:ck
1'ic
trip
tee will be In constant touch wi-- assailant,
whoever it was, touched
the legislative situation and not only grade liown to Macedonia ana
All
that
her?
m
story was made up by
aim
indicate the measures preferred, but nikl, He visited Kumanoa
Bench and afterwards corroborated
tacthe
organization
studied
and
do inin-.- to keep the calendar cleared.
methods of entrenchment by Mrs. Peach for hie protection.'
Inter-oceair-
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Encounter!
Even on Dry

lecture delivered there last
night by Miss Helen Keller, blind,
deaf and once dumb. Despite the
handicap under which the talented
young woman worked, she was heard
without difficulty except by those in
the rear of the room.
Her lecture was under the aus
pices of the local socialistic party.
She declared that she owed her ability to the help of her teachers and
said In part:
"We are all blind and deaf until
our eyes are open to our fellow men.
If we had a penetrating vision we
would not endure what we see in the
world today. The lands, the life and
the machinery belong to the few. All
the work they do gains for the workers a mere livelihood. It is the labor
of the poor and the ignorant that
makes us refined ana comfortable. I
am no pessimist. I believe that the
man was Intended for the light and
shall not die. It is a good world and
it will be much better when you help
me to make it more as I want It."

INDIANS

statement
James Purcelle, for

17

years

a

gambler in Ne"' York, unfolded toiajr
to the aldermanic committee investigating graft a tale of paying for police protection duriiig all that time.
under oatp.
he gave
Testifying
names, dates and places. He declared that he had paid the polteo
many thousands of dollars.
"The first protection money I p.ild
was in 1897, he said. "I paid a policeman named Jerry Murphy f to pot
to disturb a racing game I was
g.
After that. I began paying
larger sums. The next v. as $G0 e.fiy
two weeks when I was running
gambling house. $."0 for Police Cip-taiDebraey and $10 for Dick Cab. ill,
the policeman who collected it."
Purcelle declared he paid fllKS "
week to Sheriff Harvey of Qneer
county in 1909 for the privilege Cf
rnnnins a polo pool room in

REACH THE

run-hin-

NATION'S CAPITAL

n

NEW MEXICO PUEBLOS REQUEST
THEIR LANDS BE GIVEN BACK
TO THE GOVERNMENT.

Washington. Feb. Fiftu
"'vn.
ed loaders from eleven of the iiiue- - rin n ii City.
teen Pueblo tribes in New Mexico, j -- j offered him
a we
s,l V.
some of them gay with vari-owd j sai,j ne vouM teV!l t( t:le CaTq
cr
blankets, red and white luacciiinM tile district attorney too,
Well,' I
and big silver earrings,
e
aid, 'wv H main it f TCm a
Wa
dethemselves today at the
had been running: three weoKi then."'
partment to ask the secre:ary to ic- "'How about the-- meney for tiofi
the r till (HO a en or .and m three wevks? ht awked. So th Best
il
trust that it niisht avoid state
night I brought i.im $tu) an T y- -; t
ation
Assistant Secretary Adams, htm $100 a week thereafter t'.St Me
In the absence of Secretary Fisher, loft three nionlhs later,
told them bo thought that would re"Did you roalie any nvey U:v""
quire congressional action.
"Wa maae $0,0oo on a er,-rActing ComroissSoner ot Indian Af- ?2,DQ0 in etusg and lost
y,
fairs Abboot who also hewM ttelr case pool room. We ina-Jabo-.was
in furor of having th9 clear in the three numths
said he
federal governnsent obtain satire con- weeks."
trol cf the PoeTuo's j!:.'
JURY CAN'T AGREE.
tut rallier
New York. Keb. 7. The jurors in I1 i n 1 no a v
c
ho
'(1 el.' ni
the case of A. 1 wisner and John J. would favcr trcusg them over en-- t
Or
"
' t 'y ;
3.
Meyers,
charged with UBing tne
J
mails to promote worthless f loci s
ill
"
EJ J r r t I
it
ii
I)'
t
c
o i 't ;
after 21 hours' deliberations, were
I
- I
unable to agree on a verdict. Counsel
for the tMertse made a motion
on the proand. ther
their
bad lelibr-r;.tifor a trufnOi.t tin
j

mt-.'r'.i-

,.,

tax-unt-

j

cs-n-
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neglect that the Albuquerque bill
was not on the calendar, It having
W W'
m m M IgMl
been referred yesterday to the committee on finance, along with tho
bill, by unanimous consent,
TO Roswell
while Mr. Burg wasn't looking.
To Have Health, Bowel Movement
Mr. Catron seconded the Burg mola Absolutely Necessary How
tion to send the Panama exposition
Best to Obtain It
bills to the finance committee, as did
If woman's beauty depended upon
Iilanchard,'
motion
but the
also Mr.
cosmetics' every woman would be a
was tabled nevertheless. Later, upon
picture of loveliness. But beauty lies
MR. BURG THINKS STATE
FAIR motion of Major Llewellyn, the bills
deeper than that. It lies in health.
AT THAT PLACE BETTER
for the Pacific coast appropriation In
the majority of cases the basis of
were made a special order for TuesTHAN DISPLAY AT FRISCO
health and the cause of sickness,
2
at
but
the
o'clock,
Albuquer- can
day
be traced to the action of the
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 7. The cow- que bill remains in the bosom of the
bowels.
man triumphed over the humble finance committee, and its support
The headaches, the lassitude, the
homesteader .in the house yosterday ers can probably no longer court
sallow skin and the lusterless eyes
afternoon when that august bJy, by upon any assistance fhom the speakare usually due to constipation. So
the vote of 35 to 11, decided to refer er in getting It reported.
CI.
many things that women do habituto the committee on livestock House
During tne discussion yesterday afconduce to this trouble. They
Bill No. 45, defining a legal fence. ternoon several members expressed ally
MRS. JENNIE SNEDEKER
do not eat carefully, they eat indiThe fence provided in the bill is ac themselves favorable' to both the Alfoods
because the foods are avoiueu ror at best tneir effect is
gestible
exceedingly frail one, and according buquerque bill and those providing
exonly for that day, white a genuine
to Representative Tully, a stockman for a display at San Diego and San served daintily and they do not
whatever
the
,But
ercise
enough.
remedy like Syrup Pepsin acts mild
who bitterly opposes tne measure, Francisco, but doubt was expressed
cause may be it is Impor ly but permanently.
would not hold a work horse, to say as to the ability of the state to stand particular
It can be conveniently obtained at
the expense involved. Messrs Cat- tant that the condition should be cor
nothing of a full grown steer.
rected.
any
drug store at fifty cents or oq.
ron
stockmen
and
Blanchard
both
terms
held'
of
the
bill,
the
By the
An ideal remedy for women, and dollar a bottle. Results are always
whose animals broke through the opinion that the money spent at Alon
especially suited to their deli- guaranteed or money will be refundfence and trespassed upon the prop- buquerque would be of greater benecate
requirements, is Dr. Caldwell's ed. You will find it gentle in action,
erty of the homesteader were to be fit to the state than that spent on
Syrup
Pepsin, which thousands of pleasant in taste, and' free from gripCarMr.
the Pacific coast. This was likewise
mulcted in heavy damages.
ter of Roosevelt, who introduced the the argument of Mr. Burg In support women endorse highly. Mrs. Jennie ing, and its tonic properties have a
1041
West Monroe St., distinct value to women. It is llie
bill, vigorously
championed it, but of his motion to send the Pacific Snedeker,
testifies
that she is "cured most widely used laxative-toni- c
Chicago,
in
coast
cow
bills
and
his
to
comback
the
the finance
puncher
sympathizers
of
Btomacb
and
bowel troubles America today and thousands of famgrave
were in the majority and the bill was mittee.
The history of the Albuquerque by using Syrup Pepsin and without ilies are' now never without it.
relegated to the tender mercies of a
"
If no member of your family has
hostile committee.
fair bill promises to become Interest the aid of a doctor or any other
can
All
use
ever
the
used Symp Pepsin art you
family
Syrup
The second claBh of the afternoon Ing before final action is taken on it
occurred over House Bill No. 52, the in the house. AVith plenty of votes Pepsin, for thousands of mothers give would like to make a personal trial
purpose of which is to give juries to insure its passage it was reported it to babies and children. It is also of it before buying in the regular
discretion in the matter of assess- favorably last week and given a priv- admirably suited to the requirements way of a druggist, send your address
of elderly people. In fact to all who
a postal will do to Dr. W. B. Call- ing the penalty for first degree mur- ileged place on the calendar for
reason
cannot
or
of
417 Washington St., Monticello,
by
age
well,
iminfirmity
be
which
life
either
der
might
Tuesday last. "When. Tuesday rolled
prisonment or death. The bill was around Mr. Burg counted noses in stand harsh salts, cathartics, pills or 111., and a free sample bottle will be
finally recommitted after a lively ev the house and discovered .hat sever purgatives, these should always be mailed you.
change between Messrs. Catron anil al of the members upon whom he re
were absent. He little gathering was to amend the the Pacific coast bills when he
Llewellyn, in which the gentleman lied for support
from Santa Fe opposed the bill and thereupon moved that the bill be rules, a plan which does not meet learns that the gentleman from Berthe gentleman from Dona Ana fav- made a special order for Thursday at the approval of the speaker. To em nalillo was pne of the faithful five
2 o'clock.
ored It.
The house acquiesced, phasize his disapproval the speaker who stood out against any change ill
the house rules which might deprive
Fair Bill Given Set Back.
and the bill was again assured a priv- remained away from tne meeting.
When the vote was taken it devel the presiding officer of any portion
Though not on the calendar, House ileged place on the calendar. But
Bill No. 23, establishing the state many things can happen between oped that those present were over of his present somewhat formidable
fair at Albuquerque, received some- Tuesday and Thursday in a New whelmingly in favor of changing the power.
what of a jolt during the session yes-te- r Mexico legislature, and in this case rules, but enough members were op
posed so that the rule changers
and Its sponsor, Mr. Burg, seempd they happened.
4
to he In a measure responsible Io
On Wednesday Mr. Mullens' bL lacked five votes of having a major
the trouble.
NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL
establishing the fair at Roswell came ity in the house. Mr. Burg was
The bill making an appropriation up and was unceremoniously refer- among thoso who refused to join the
of 150,000 for the San Diego fair, red to the committee on finance. Mr. movement and announced that he
one-hal-f
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 7. The Unito be paid this year and the Mullens arose In his place and soft- was unalterably in favor of the rule
balance in 191, was before the ly asked, as a favor, If the house requiring! a
majority to ted States district court has resumed
house. This bill had been introduced wouldn't also refer the Albuquerque overrule the speaker. This did not business here, after an interesting ses
by Speaker Baca, and the presiding bill to the same committee. They tend to make him strong with those sion held in Albuquerque. D. J. Thoofficer was consequently deeply in- were similar measures, both involved who thought a majority should be suf- mas of Gallup, was admitted to
terested in its passage. Everything an appropriation of considerable mon- ficient for this purpose and' that the
was going smoothly when up rose ey, and It was only right that they
rule tended to make the
The following cases were disposed
Mr. Burg, who demanded that the bill should be considered together, ar- speaker a czar.
Several of those of: ,
men did not hesitate to denounce
be at once, recommitted to the com- gued the gentleman. from Chaves,
Nov 144.
Squirt!, Hartt and Son vs.
,
mittee on finance along with the bill
"Is there any objection?" inquired Mr. Burg in strong language and to the Atlas Insurance company and No.
declare that, while they had pledged 145, Squire Hartt and Son vs. The No
establishing the fair at Albuquerque the speaker. No one answehed.
and Mr. Mullens bill placing the fair
"If there Is no objection the re- themselves to the support of the Al- wich Union Fire Insurance1 company.
at Roswell. The speaker was on quest will b.e granted," announced buquerque fair, they would wait un Dismissed on motion lof the plaintiff.
his feet instantly protesting against the speaker, his eyes
The court drew the grand jury for
searching the til the measure came over from the
the proposed action. Recent events room for Mr. Burg. Again no re senate before voting for it. In the April, 1913, term of court returnable
have demonstrated that the speaker spouse, and liouse Bill No. 23 was senate the bill has been introduced the first Monday in April. The court
Is a personage to be reckoned with, referred to the finance committee.
by Senator Barth who can. be relied also drew the petit jury returnable
and It was very evident that he bitMr. Burg was in the cloak room upon to do everything
within his the first Monday in May.
terly resented Mr. Burg's action in when the episode occurred and did power to secure its passage, but the
Notice to Co'poratlons
attempting to sidetrack his pet bills, not learn of it until after the house sad fact remains that the senate
All corporations mist send in their
for the gentlemen from Bernalillo had adjourned.
has so far shown little uisposition reports on or before March 1, 1913, of
also proposed to refer to the finance
But this was not all that occurred to pass measures Introduced by Sen- business transacted fbr the fiscal year
committee the companion bill appro- between Tuesday and
Thursday. An- ator Barth. It is therefore only rea- ending December 31j 1912, to the col- priating money for the San Francis- other little incident which was prob- sonable to predict
that it will bt lector of internal revenue. A heavy
co exposition upon the same terms
ably not without its effect upon the some time before the bill reaches the penalty is attached fd r failure to com- as the San Diego bill.
fair bill was a conference of the re-- house via the senate route.
ply with this law,
The speaker announced that he pumican members of the house
New Company
Of course, it is possible and even
was in favor of the Albuquerque fair, which
occurred Wednesday night. probable, that the bill will be speedArticles of incorporation were filed
but he did not propose to have it The conference was attended
by ily reported out of the finance com-mi- today In the office of the state corpo-th- e
tagged onto his bills. He charged some 26 members, among them were
Rio Grande
and that the speaker will for- ration commission bj
that it was due to Mr. Burg's own Mr. Burg. The
purpose of the pious give Mr. Burg for his opposition to Gun Club Holding company' cnnitaliize dat $25,000, divided Into 250 shares
at $100. The office pt the new com
pany is at Albuquerque and Harry T.
Johnson is the agent The incorpora-Strong- ,
tors are: Edward
Ross M.
Merritt and Raymond B- Stamm, each
taking seven share ind all living in

of the author's birth. Many pilgrims
visited the tomb, and the numerous
Dickens societies throughout the United Kingdom celebrated the day.
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Opera House

REWARD $100
The readers of this paper will be
pleased to learn that there is at least
one dreaded disease that science has
been able to cure in all its stages,
and that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh
Cure is the only positive cure now
known to the medical fraternity. Ca$100

ALBUQUERQUE

mei-icine.-

7, 1913.

Special Engagement of the Host Popular Romantic Play on the American
Stage

The United
PRESENT

tarrh being a constitutional disease, re
quires a constitutional treatment
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken Internally
acting directly upon the blood and
mucous surfaces of the system, thereby destroying the foundation of the
and
disease,
giving the patient
strength by building up the constitu- tion and assisting nature in doing its
! work.
The proprietors have so much
faith in its curative Dowers that they
) offer One Hundred Dollars for any
case that it fails to cure. Send for
list of testimonials.
Address F. J. CHENEY & CO., To
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lodo, Ohio.
Sold by all Druggists,

75c.

Take Hall's Family Pills for consti-

pation.

Adv.

Blood Bubbling Heart Leading
Story of Love
and Adventure In a Whirlwind of Surprising
A

NOTICE.

Notice Is hereby given to all whom
it may concern, that, the undersigned
was on the 30th day of January, 1913,
appointed1 executor of the last will
and testament of Laura L. E.
deceased.
All persons having claims against
the estate of said deceased must pre
sent them within the time prescribed

Scenes.

Notable Cast Including Miss Luiszita Valentine
and fir. Lawrence Evart

Mc-Cal- l,

Production Complete to the flinutest Detail

by law.
4

PRICES
Seats

E. E. GEHRING.

-

50c-Sl.00-l,5-

0

Feb. 4 at Murphey's Drug Store

Ready Tuesday,
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine
Tablets. Druggists refund money If it
fails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S sig-- gesting the internal organs, and Inflammation of the kidneys and bladure is on each box. 25c.
HEALTH WARNING
Chilled and wet feet result in con- -

neys, for bladder irregularities, and
for backache and rheumatism.
They
der, with rheumatic twinges and pain do not contain habit
forming drugs.
In back, generally follow. Use Folej Tonic in
action, quick results. O G
Kidney Pills. They are the best medi- Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Co.
cine made for all disorders of the kid Adv.

CAPITAL PAID IN

SURPLUS

$100,000.00

$50,000.00
...
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J. M Cunningham.
Prank Sprlngw,

President
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Cashier

LAS VEGAS

two-thir-

INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

two-thir-

i

Las Vegas Savings Bank

V.

Capital Stock, $30,000.00
Office with the San Miguel National Bank
Wm. G. Haydon
0. W. Kelly

Vice

D. T. Hoskins

Treasure

President
President

Interest Pa.id on Deposits
IS3S5B-

tl

-
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Albuquerque.
Following an examination of the
affairs of the Occidental Fire Insurance company, whose offices are in
Albuquerque,
Deputy Superintendent
P. M. A. Lienau makes the following
comments in his official report:
"The recoinnioiidation made in a

su

The March to the Breakfast Table
Turns to a quickstep frosty mornings when the

cook serves

ost Tavern Special
A Good Old

Fashioned Porridge Hot

The best parts of wheat, corn and rice, go to make up this tasty hot cooked
breakfast food and the flavour produced by skilfully
blending these grains makes a dish
distinctive and pleasing.

previous report regarding the placlnr
of the minute hook from loose lca
Into a more substantial form has
been carried out.
"In October, I'M 2, the company entered into an agreement to reinsure
the Oklahoma and Texas btiBlness of
the Oklahoma Fire Insurance
of Oklahoma City, Oklahoma,
(hereby materially extending theif
plant in those states.
"During the year the stockholders
contributed to the fitirplim $i:.5;0.
and since, the first of tho prewont year
they have contributed an addltiond
$10,18,1.25, which
Is ihe
t
final
to be made.
"The management of the company
In all departments is economical and
iiffident and every effort Is nuulo to
carefully guard its interests."
com-pnn-

y

VJHY

Tomorrow's Breakfast
At Groceia
everywhere.
POSICM CEREAL

CO., 1ATTLE CREEK.,

n

Because the advertiser has done
something to inspire confidence
He has not only
explained the value and usefulness of his prod
uct, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
statements.
He can be trusted because his
very business existence is at itake.
He believes in his
to
the
extent of investing his capital, nor
goods
only in making the goods right, but in
advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if
he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not
only a protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of
quality.
Yob are
justified in being suspicious of
be-

unadvertised goods,

cause, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.

pny-mcn-

Nourishing and warming, for

IT PA vs

It

Always Pays

to Buy

Advertised Goods

DICKENS' GRAVE DECORATED
7.
Ix)iidon, Feb.
The srave o
Charles Dickens in Westminster Abbey was elaborately decorated with
MICH.

flowrrs today in 'commemoration of
the one hundred ami first anniversary

i

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, FRIDAY,
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receive a salary of $5,000 per annum
and necessary
expenses, payable
monthly out of the United States
treasury, but It is provided that said
director shall receive no salary for
service other than as herein provided.
Sec. 4. That It shall be the duty
of said commissioners to carry out
the provisions of this act, and shall
have authoritiy to appoint an assistant director in each state through
which said National Old Trails road
shall ipass, who shall discharge such
duties and receive such compensation
as shall be fixed by said commissioners: and it shall employ such engineers and assistants as may be necessary and proper in carrying out the
work contemplated by this act, and
the expenses thereof shall be paid out
of the funds hereinafter appropriated.
Sec. 5. That it shall be the duty ot
said commissioners to review said
National Old Trails road, Ibeginlng at
Washington, District of Columbia,
passing via Frederick,' Hagerstown,
Cumberland, and Forstburg in Maryland; thence via Petersburg, Farming-ton- ,
Unlontown, Brownsville, Center-vllle- ,
and Alexander in Pennsylvania;
via West Union and Wheeling in West
Virginia; via Bridgeport, Saint Crails-villCambridge, Zanesville, Colunv
bus, Springfield, and Dayton in Ohio;
via Richmond, Indianapolis, and Terre
Haute in Indiana; via Greenup, Vandalia, and Troy in Illinois; via St.
Louis, Columbia, Marshall, and Kansas City in Missouri; via Olathe, Council Grove, Herlngton, McPherson, and
Dodge City in Kansas; via La Junta
and Trinidad in Colorado; via Santa
Fe, Socorro, and Las Cruces in New
Mexico; via El Paso in Texas; via
Deming in New Mexico; via Douglas,
Phoenix and Yuma in Arizona; via El
Centro, San Diego, and Los Angeles
in California, and the extensions thereof as are provided herein, and ascertain its condition, the condition and
ownership of bridges over which it
passes; the authorities, municipal and
state, now in control of said highway;
the manner of maintenance and repair and any and all facts necessary
and proper for the goverment to reinvest itself of said highway; and to
ascertain by what legal authority and
legislative acta said road Is held and
being maintained In the severa'
states through which it passes; and
shall have full power and authority to
arrange witjhj any and all such authorities now in control of any part of said
highway so as to reinvest the same
In the United States government, and

7, 1913.

THREE

make such arrangements with politic- other routes, as shall be determined.
al divisions through which said 'road eastward from Washington, District
passes as shall be required for said of Columbia, to Annapolis, Maryland;
purpose.
Baltimore, Maryland;
Philadelphia,
Sec. 6. That in the execution oi Pennsylvania, to New York City; and
OF
their duty said commissioners shall shall be extended from the "Cumberhave power and authority to call to land Road," at or near Greenville, Iltheir aid and assistance competent en- linois, to Springfield,
Illinois; and
The questions answered below are
Measure Would Create The National Old Trails Road, a Thoroughgineers to make surveys, maps, plats, from "Boon's Lick Road," at or near
general in character; the symptoms
and profiles for their use and to do Fulton, Missouri, to Jefferson City,
fare From Ocean to Ocean It Provides a Beard of Commisor diseases are given and the anall things necessary to the proper pro- Missouri; and from the "Santa Fe
swers will apply to any case of simiAll
sioners to Take Over
Existing Portions of the Roadway
secution of said work, and it shall Trail," at or near Scranton, Kansas,
lar nature.
have the power to employ all nece to Topeka, Kansas; and appropHa-tlon- s
and Arrange for the Construction of Other Sections Now in
Those wishing further advice, free,
sary workmen, aid and assistance nec
shall be made from time to time
The Act Carries Ample Funds for Bringing the
Existence
may address Dr. Lewis Baker, Colessary for the prosecution of said necessary therefor, and said extenlege Bldg., College-EUwoostreets,
Work to Completion.
work and to fix their compensation.
sions or any part thereof shall be subOhio, enclosing
Dayton,
Sec. 7. That in the location of said ject to all the provisions of this act I
'
stamped envelope for reply. Full
The committee on agriculture of ing and moving United States troops
road and in Its reconstruction sail in such state through which it passname and address must be given but
the national house of representatives ,when occasion demands, for post roads
commissioners shall follow its location es: Provided, however, That all such
only initials or fictitious name will
is considering the bill recently introduc for travel by the many forms of conas originally constructed or as now parts of said road, or any extension
be used In my answers. The preed by Representative Borland which veyance and improved vehicles, that
used and occupied, and may make thereof, which lis within the boundary
can be filled at any
scriptions
to
of
is
the
it
the
establishment
such changes as a majority of its of any municipal corporation shall be
necessary for our government
provides for
store Any druggist can
drug
National Old Trails road. The full again reinvest itself of said highway
members deem more practical.
subject to the Improvement laws anil
order of wholesaler.
text of the bill Is published faerewitl and to exercise such authority only
Sec. 8. That said national highway ordinances governing the same in such
"Elizabeth" writes: "Kindly pub Inconnection with the above to thorand will be of interest to the people over the same as is incidental to the
commissioners shall have the super- municipality, not Inconsistent
with
of New Mexico, as It fixes the route proper exercise of the powers above
vision of the construction, reconstruc- the rules and regulations adopted by lish again the prescription for stom- oughly cleanse the nostrils: Use one-ha-lf
of the thoroughfare through this state. stated; Now therefore,
I
teaspoonful of the Vilane powtion, maintenance, and repair of said said National Highway Commission, ach disorders and constipation.
and
The bill is as follows:
Be it enacted by the senate
road, its bridges, and general construc- - and shall be constructed, improved, have misplaced the letter giving the der to a pint of warm water, snuff
the water through the nostrils sevhouse of representatives of the United
The Bill In Detail v
lkn; shall determine the manner and maintained by such municipality: ingredients."
A bill to provide for the reconstruc- States of America in congress assemAnswer: Go to your druggist and eral times a day and your catarrh
thereof and material thereof, the Provided, further, That when any
tion and maintenance of the old na- bled, That the highway extending from
plans and specifications nec.eary part of the roaway over which said ask for tablets triopeptine and take should soon be cured. To prevent a
tional road from Cumberland,' Mary Washington, District of Columbia,
'hereto, and the times and manner oi road is projected has been construct- according to directions, and you will return this should be used '.occasionexstates
Penn
the
of
and
to
Saint
Missouri,
Louis,
Maryland,
through
land,
letting contracts for the saiae. and ed by the authorities controlling the soon be entirely cured of all stomach ally.
tensions to the same, making it a con- sylvania, West Virginia, Ohio, Indiana,
the tims and manner of payment same, so as to be up to the standard trouble and constipation. This is the
"Tom M." writes:
"I am only
thex-ior- .
road from the Atlan- Illinois, Missouri,- Kansas, Colorado,
tinuous trunk-lin- e
That in performing fie oik of construction herein provided for, best treatment known for all kinds
but
is fallNew Mexico, Arizona and California,
hair
years
old,
twenty
my
tic Ocean to the Pacific Ocean.
of
stomach
trouble.
.)' construction and repair said pa.'tics then thereafter the maintenance there
'
ing out very rapidly. My scalp 13
Whereas the national government as the same shall be located by the
shall follow, so far as practicable. of shall be borne as hereinbefore pro
"Anna" says: "I am nervous', hys- covered with dandruff. What can I.
has heretofore constructed with great commissioners hereafter provided for,
"An Act to regulate the laying
nt vided, and any changes or alterations
care and at great expense a national being the amalgamation of the roads
and making of a road from Cumber- may be made which are necessary to terical and very thin due to over- get to cure it?"
To cure dandruff ant
Answer:
highway leading from Cumberland, variously known as the "Braddock
land, in the state of Maryland, to the make such highway as uniform In con- work. What can I take to regain
stop falling hair use plain yellow
state of Ohio," passed March twenty-nint- struction and repairs herein provided my original vitality?"
Maryland, to Vandalia, Illinois (being Road," the "Cumberland or National
Answer: You will gradually re- mlnyoL This you can get at any
projected via Saint Louis to the capi- Pike," the "Boon's Lick Road," the
eighteen hundred and six; the for shall be governed by material
tal of Missouri), with easy grades "Old Santa Fe 'Trail," "El Camino
Act of May fifteenth, eighteen hun available, climatic conditions, and gain your original strength by using well stocked drug store In 4 oz. jars,
and excellent bridges, communicating Real," "Kearney's and Doniphan's
dred and twenty, for extending said physical requirements of the severa) syrup of hypophosphites comp. 5 ozs.; and If used regularly it will cure any
with the navigable waters of the sev- Road," with certain extension as hereroad to the Mississippi river; and Acts sections through which said road is tincture cadomene comp. 1 oz. Mix scalp disease and prevent premature
eral rivers crossed in is course and inafter provided, shall be known as
and take a teaspoonful before meals. baldness. Many people have reportsupplementary thereto and amenda- built.
with the capitals of several states and the "National Old Trails Road."
Sec. 11. That all contracts for con This is the best system tonic that J ed a cure by using two or three applitory thereof.
cations.
many commercial cities midway
Sec. 2. That there shall be estabSec. 9. That there isi hereby appro- structing said road shall be let pur- know of.
through the United States, at & cost lished a national highway commisUniout
of
suant
in
to
the
priated
any money
plans and specifications fur
"J. W." writes: 'I should be the
of over $7,000,003; and
ted States treasury not otherwise ap- nlshed by the office of director
sion, consisting of the director of the
d Mrs. P. R. asks: "I am troubled
woman in the world if I
there-after
happiest
with
a
was
am
office
of
the
sum
bureau
roads
of public
of $500,000, to be roads of the interior department.
Whereas the said road
large goitre and
very
propriated the
turned over to the several states and four members to be appointed
avaialble in the year nineteen hundred
fleshy; so much that 1 am uncom- could find a true remedy to help me
fortable. What do you advise me to gain flesh. I have regular features,
and thirteen; $5,000,000 in the year
through which it passed, for mainten- by the president of the United States,
but I am so thin that I am homely.
do?"
SOCIAL CONDITIONS
ance and repairs, and said Btates have by and with the advice and consent
nineteen hundred and fourteen;
Can you give me a prescription?"
in many instances delegated the work of the senate, one for the term of
in the year nineteen hundred
Answer: Five-graiarbolene tabof maintenance to counties and town- one year, one for two years, one for
and fifteen: Provided, That any porTO BE IMPROVED lets should be taken regularly. If Answer: I receive daily so many
three years, and one for1 four years,
tion of the amount annually approthis Is done yaur goitre and abnormal gratifying letters from users of three
ships; and
e
Whereas said road, "its construc- anually thereafter one shall be apfat will gradually be reduced. These grain
tablets.
priated or set apart under the proviThese
tion and bridges, have been neglected pointed for the term of four years,
sions of this Act remaining unexpend- GENERAL FEDERATION
OF WO. tablets are sold in sealed tubes, with little tablets can be bought at any
and allowed to deteriorate and fall and said commissioners shall serve
ed at the close of any fiscal year shall
full directions for home use.
drug store in sealed packMAN'S CLUBS ORGANIZES
A
until their successors are appointed
be carried over to the next succeedinto bad repair; and
ages. Full directions tre given. I
STRONG CAMPAIGN
Whereas the question of road con- and qualified.
"Edna T." writes: "I wish you advise that you begin taking them
ing year or years and added to the
Sec. 3. That said director and said
amount available for appropriation for
struction for the common welfare of
The variety of the work, undertaken would recommend a remedy for kid- at once and continue their use tor
1 have dark
the people in promoting commerce commissioners so to be appointed
such year.
several months and you will gain
by the General Federation of Women's ney and liver trouble
Sec. 10. That said road shall be clubs is as
before
among ethe states, in the transporta- shall be known as the national highspots
my
dizzy spells flesh. Many people report that a
eyes,
as is the variety in
great
two months' treatment will Increase
tion of our vast products, for mobiliz way commission, and shall each re-and also twinges of rheumatism."
extended over existing highways or human interests.
Nothing that con
their weight from 15 to 30jpounlS.
Answer:
I
have
received
cerns
now
the
welfare
many
of
is
humanity
.
1.
. -:jau
tablets will also imletters
from
used
to
who
have
1
the million or more women
people
foreign
j
the following lemedy and been cured prove your complexion, giving you
of this organization.
The industrial and social conditions of all trouble such as you mention. rosy cheeks and lips and an increasdepartment has for its new head Airs. Get three grain, sulpherb tablets (not ed sparkle to th eyes.
A. B. Chantler, of Tacoma, Wash., a sulphur tablets); and take according
"American Giri" writes: "For some
native of Minnesota, the daughter o! to directions given. They are sold
Jairus Rich Warner, a pioneer settler at any
drug store and years I have b en troubled with rheumatism. I have tried almost every
T-ffwho emigrated
from Belchertown, are thoroughly reliable.
)1
&
"cure," but they did not help me."
in
fifties.
the
Mass.,
Educated
early
"Louise" Get the following preAnswer:
The best known pre
in tho public schools and later at
Harnliiie
University, Mrs. Chantler scription rilled and give 10 to 15 scription for the cure cf rheumatism
taught for a number of years in the drops in water before meals to cure is Iodide of potassium, 2 drams;
village schools of Minnesota. For the your little boy of bed wet ting. Comp. sodium salicylate, 4 drams; wine of
l,
colchicum, 14 Qz.; comp. essence
past 11 years she has been engaged in fluid balmwoht, 1 oz.; tincture
2 drams, and tincture
1 oz.; comp. fluid balmwort, 1
I JOHN SMI
I
newspaper work, having resigned from
5 ozs.
1 dram. This should be given oz., and syrup sarsapart!!,
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household expenses. Butter is the bugbear on your monthly bills
and, with butter at present high prices, it s really extravagance
to use butter anywhere except on your table. Discard hitter
from the kitchen, and use Cottolene,
Cottolene is better than butter for cooking; it is ncher and
will go
farther; it costs much
less than butter; it will give just as
good or better results. Why not, then,
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which prevents the absorption of the fat
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to 'be voted on In the senate February
Senator Paynter condemned tie
bill on the ground it violated the con
stitution, in that it surrendered to each
"dry" state the entire control over interstate commerce 4n that state. Congress had no right, he said, to prohib
it direct personal shipments of liquor
'
or any other merchandise..
SnatoT Hitchcock of Nebraska in
troduced an amendment to the bill to
permit the continued Bhipment of liquor direct to Individual citizens in
"dry" states for personal or family
use."
10.

7, 1913.

ON TRIAL FOR WIFE MURDER.
O., Feb. 7. With the
fixing of the date for trial, public in-

- Springfield,

terest has been revived in the case
of Dr. Arthur B. Smith, who has been
confined In the county jail here since
last November, facing a charge of
having murdered his first wife, Mrs.
Florence Cavilee Smith. The trial,
which will begin early next month,
promises to be one of the most sensational of its kind that has taken
place in this section of Ohio In many
years.
When Florence Cavileer Smith
died suddenly March 18 last the community was shocked, for she was
said to have been in excellent health,
but no suspicion was aroused until
Dr. Smith, on October 1, married
Miss Mabel Merchant, at her former
home in Newton, Mass. Miss Merchant for several years was a nurse
in the local hospital, and she was
called in many cases by Dr. Smith.
They were intimate friends before
the first Mrs. Smith died.
On October 16 the county officials
ordered an examination into the
cause, of the death of Mrs. Florence
Cavileer Smith, and the body was
exhumed. Dr. Coons, pathologist, reported that death was not caused by
organic heart trouble, as stated by
her husband and also stated in the
death certificate. A chemical analysis of the stomach is said to have revealed unmistakable traces of cyanide.
As a result of the physicians' re
ports the grand jury on November
21 returned an indictment against
Dr. Smith. The indictment contained
four counts. 'The first alleged that
Dr. Smith had administered cyanide
in a cup of cocoa, the second charged
that he administered cyanide with a
hypodermic, while the third alleged
that he administered an unknown
poison with cocoa and the fourth that
he gave his wife a poison with a hypodermic, the nature of which is unknown.
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fiJ Delicious Coffee
fj
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fJ
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and more of an exact science
with an Electric Coffee Percolator. Not
on,y is percolation by elecricity the, right
way and the dainty way to brew fragrant
coffee, but it is the economical way
as well. AH the aroma and strength
of the coffee bean is conserved and
you can make coffee right at your table
quickly and easily.
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is a durable device whose attractiveness
makes an ideal gift of lasting worth.
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some strength.
India reported a market higher.
First transactions
continuance of drought but world ranged from last night's level to 10
shipments promised to be large. The cents advance with May' at $19.60 for
for lard and
opening was a shade to 3i
pork;. 10.45 to $10.47
for ribs.
started at 94 to 94 i the same $10.47
The last Quotations for the day
change from last night as the market
taken altogether. A decline to 94
were:
94
followed. The clos.e was steadj
Wheat, May 93; July 91; Sepwith May
net lower at 93.
tember 90.
May corn opened a shade lower to
Corn, May 53; July 54; Septema shade up at 53
to 54 touched ber 55.
54
and reacted to 53. The close
Oats, May 35; July 35; September
'
was steady at 53
for May
34.
under last night
Pork, May $19.70; July $19.65.
May oats, started unchanged to
Lard, May $10.55; July $10.55; Sepdown at 34
to 35.
tember $10.62.
Smallness of hos receipts at western
Ribs, May $10.52; July $10.47;
packing centers carried the provisions September $10.55.
y
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KEEP BABY'S

..........

SKIN CHAR

j

fill

and $25.00

MEN'S SUITS
Yovir Choice S11.49
SEE OUR. WINDOW DISPLAY.
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Of S15.00 - S18 50 - S20.00

.Splendid va lues offered. A big ussortmcnt of all ivool
suits in broken sizes'. In order to make room for the new
shipment of SJEIN BLOCH suits we expect in a few days we
;t
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;

are going to close out

CUTICURA

SUITS WOR.TH UP TO S25.00

SOAP

At S1I.49
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BASKETBALL PRINTERS SECURE

BIG

C. W. Metz of El Paso is in the city
today.
Victoriauo Padilla is in the city on
business.
J. Buchwendel came in irom Santa Fe today.
Colonel M. M. Pagett left last night
lor Santa Fe on business.
Wat-jou- s
Hoy Bob and Joseph Hile of
are visitors in' the city today.
Aliss B. Wheeler leti this afternoon
for Fulton to epend Sunday with ner
parents.
Mrs. Ed Maxwell left last night for
Trinidad on account of sickness of
relatives.
Mrs. T. W. Neal of Shoemaker, returned this afternoon after a snort
visit here.
,
X. G. Gorlic, who is employed at El
PorveDlr resort is in the city today
from that place.
Frank Leyba, a well known cattle
man, is in the city today from the
town named after him.
D. Goldbaum, representative of the
California wine house, left this afternoon for Trinidad.
H. W. Kelly, president of Gross,
Kelly and Company, left for Santa Fe
last night on business.
Misses Clara Robbins, Edith Schoe-n- y
and Edna Robbins left this aftervisit with Mrs.
noon for a week-enR. W. Berry of Santa Fe.
F. U Myers, superintendent of the
New Mexico division of the Santa Fe
Railway company, returned to the city
last night from a trip over his divid

sion.
G. A. Richardson of Roswell, who"
is a member of the state asylum
board, came up this afternoon to attend the bonrd meeting to be held
tomorrow.
J. E. Evans and family drove down
Mound
from Wagon
today. Ml
EvanB will reppen the restaurant and

cafe on Douglas avenue formerly
managed by Mrs. Warner.
Emile Clements, who is employed
in the civil engineering department
of the Santa Fe Railroad company
at San Marcial, came up this afternoon to attend the funeral of Mrs.
Mateo Lujan.
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Stern and Mrs.
Daniel Stern will leave tomorrow
evening for New York and other east
ern cities. Mr. Stern will purchase
goods for the Stern and Nahm store
on Bridge street, while the two Mes- dames Stern, will enjoy a visit with
relatives and friends in the east
Arthur Behringer, who has been a
resident of tnis city practically all
his life, left this afternoon, with his
mother for Albuquerque where he
will locate. Mrs. Behringer and Arthur are well known and have made
a great many friends here. Artnui
will attend the business college there
and later enter one of the business
firms of that place.
TEACHERS MEET AT GREEN BAY
Green Bay, Wis., Feb. 7. An army
of visiting educators took possession
of Green Bay today, the occasion being the opening of the annual conven
tion of Jie Northeastern Wisconsin

Teachers' association. The sessions
will continue over tomorrow.
The
large attendance combines with an at
tractive program- to give promise of
the most successful meeting in the
history of the association.
-

Chicken Pot Pie

The Chefa Favorite
Mrs.
Janet McKcnsie Hill, Editor
By
ihe Boston Cooking School Magasitteoj
Some folks think that only "colored
mammies'1 can cook chicken, but atrial
of this famous chicken pot pie disproves
that assertion. Every member of the
family will thoroughly enjoy it.
N

BQUBLEIIEADER

VONBERFUL

TONIGHT

FILM

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY

the lives of those poor victims wh
are still under her care.
This story is simple and sweet and
contains that tender element that
touches the heart chords and lives In
the memory of the spectators who witness it.

7, 1913.
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Twenty Years from Now

STOMACH GONE BAD
ALBUQUERQUE,:; BUSINESS
TEAMS WILL CONTEST
WITH THE NORMALS ,,

COL-LEG-

E

STORY IS WOVEN ABOUT THE
TYPOGRAPHICAL
UNION'S
HOME IN COLORADO

..

Where Will You Stand On the Ladder of Success

SOUR OASSY, UPSET?
Twenty Years from now do you wish to be where you are today? If not. begin now to
achieve, and you can't do it on your muscle; it must be done on your money with your
brain. If you want to be a man among: men you must have power money and brains

WHEN "PAPE'S DIAPEPSIN" GETS
"A Curable Disease," a story of the
IN STOMACH ALL INDIGESunion printers' home in Colorado
TION GOES
Springs, will be the feature of the
program of tomorrow night only
Time it! In five minutes all stomat the
Photoplay theater. Son.c ach distress will go. No
indigestion,
time ago Messrs. Duncan and Browne, heartburn, sourness or
belching of
were
the
request- gas, acid, or eructations of
theater,
managers of
undigested by the Las Vegas local of the Ifr ed food, no
dizziness, ' bloating, lou
ternational Typographical union to se- breath or headache.
cure this film and display it in the
Pape's Dlapepsin Is noted for its
city. The picture has the endorse speed In regulating upset stomachs.

The last chance for the fans to see
a good game, of basketball this season
is here. Tonight at the armory at 8
''
bring power.
,
o'clock, the boys' and girls' teams of
the Normal "University will meet the
two teams representing the Albuquer-Busines- s
Professor J. C.
College.
Baker, who has, been coaching the
boys' team, says that he never saw
his pupils in better condition physicMiss Hutchinson,, the girl'k
ally.
CAPITAL
.
.
.
coach," says her team is ready for the ment of President Lynch of the print It is the
$106,000.00
surest, quickest and most
v
ers' union. It teaches a wonderful certain remedy in the whole world
fray.
'
OFPIC K K S
Both teams have been trained all lesson and is right in line with the and besides
it is harmless.
W.
John
President
Harris,
Geo.
H.
one
to
this
for
movement
and
Vice President
the
of
in
assist
Hunker,
year
game principally
Cleofes Romero. Vice President
printers
Millions of men and women now
n
Cecilio Rosenwald, Secretary
Ivo W. Lively, Assistant Secretary
nothing- short "of classic ball Will be stamping out the great white plague. eat their favorite foods without fear
played.
with
Although there have been Last fall the printers
needless to
they know now it
numerous activities of all kinds this the pastors of the various churches have a bad stomach.
meetI
week, the public should not miss the and held a 'big
Please, for your sake, get a large
game that is to be played with an out- ing In the First Methodist church. fifty-cen- t
case of Pape's Dlapepsin
side team.
is stated that the Nor- They are always boosting for better from any drug store and put your
mal band will give several selections health conditions wherever a local ol stomach right. Don't
Positive announcement that Wolgast ees, came up for argument before
keep on being leged, the price of every last sold in
between the halves.
their union Is located.
miserable life is too short you are the United States, was dissolved here had agreed to the terms offered was the
railway commission here today.
The Albuquerque teams will have a
"A Curable Disease," though its title not here long, so make your stay today by the federal government In first made
through a misunderstandThe point at Issue is the recent orbunch of their own rooters here, so does not sound Inviting, is not repul agreeable. Eat what you like and di- quick time. . Immediately following
ing at the office of Promoter James der of the commission canceling proit is up to the Las Vegas people to sive, but is interesting as well an In gest it; enjoy It, without dread of re- the filing of a civil anti-trusuit W. Coffroth, but later corrected to posed tariff
changes by the Grand
show them that 'Las Vegas not only structive. It Is acted by a clever com- bellion in the stomach.
against the Krentler-Arnol- d
Hinge agree with a statement from Wolgast Trunk and Canadian Pacific road3,
has fast teams, but also can back pany of performers, as is shown 'by
In your home Iast company and a number of last that he was
Diapepsln belongs
considering an offer of abolishing stop over privileges on Inthem up with good rooting. John Webb the following cast of characters:
anyway. It should be kept handy, manufacturers with whom It was al- $9,000. For his fight with Willie Rit- ternational lumber
shipments, except
and Julius Krause will officiate for the Henry, a typesetter. .. .Richard Neill should one of the family eat some- lied by agreements, United States Dis- chie, when he lost
the championship, those destined exclusively to points
locals and C. R. Ellis of Albuquer- Edith . . .,
Jessie McAllister thing which doesn't agree with them trict Judge Arthur J. Tuttle entered Wolgast received a
in tie United States. The question
guarantee of
Charles Ogle or in case of an attack of Indigestion, an agreed decree terminating license
que will blow the wlstle for the teams Her Father
win. lose or raw.
Is essentially the same as that Infrom the Duke City.'
Mrs. Wallace Ersklne dyspepsia, gastritis or stomach de- agreements In so far as they fixed the
Her Mother
volved in the "milling transit" contro-rs- y
The Doctor
James Gordon rangement at daytime or during the price of unpatented lasts and dissolvAd Denies Story.
that has been threshed out in
is
The Nurse
Laura Swayer night it
there to give the quick-est- , ing a club through which the alleged
Portland, Ore., Feb. 7. Ad Wol- the United States courts. Heretofore
DEATH LMDS SUFFERING This strong dramatic story deals
surest relief known. Adv.
violation of the Sherman law was ac- gast, who is in Portland, denied to- the Canadian roads have accorded
the
with the "White Plague" showing the
complished.
day he had definitely agreed to fight privelege of forwarding at the through
conditions that arse in the life of a
The decreein effect, lays down the Tommy Murphy in San Francisco, rate raw lumber from
the shipping
young linotyper who contracts tuber ADVERTISING
broad principle that It Is unlawful to February 22. Wolgast safd he had reTHE
to tome Intermediate
point
culosis while working on a New York
tie together patented and unpatented ferred the matter to his manager where It ii
thea
manufactured,
anl
MRS. J. M. ACKERMAN DIES EARLY
love
We
shown
are
his
daily.
deep
articles so as to fix the price of the Tom Jones, who is In Chicago, and
on again to Its destination
it
THIS MORNING; WAS MOTHER
dipping
for a young girl and eventually his en
ROUND-U- P
Neither the expects to make a definite announce- for a slight advance over the
unpatented commodity.
regular
OF LARGE FAMILY
gagement and preparations for mar
government's petition nor the decree ment of his plans within a day oi rate which would be changed for unriage. All goes merry as a marriage
. .
questions the right of a patentee to two.
broken forwarding. It is this privilAt 7:30 o'clock this morning at the bell until within a few days of his
SECRETARY FLEMING PROVIDES fix the price of a patented last.
ege which the Grand Trunk and CanBecker hospital Mrs. J. M. Ackerman wedding when he hears from the doc
NOTICE OF DISSOLUTION OF
HANDBILLS FOR DISTRIBUadian Pacific now propose to abolish.
died from the result of taking an over- tors that he has become a victim of
WOLGAST WILL FIGHT.
TION IN COUNTRY.
PARTNERSHIP.
dose of medicine some time ago. Mrs. this dread disease. In a moment all
San Francisco, Feb. t. Ad WolNotice Is hereby given that the
Ackerman had been at the hospital his
bright plans for the future are
becretary Ueorge A. Fleming today gast, former lightweight champion, partnership existing between H. E.
COPA34
only about one week and at one time torn from him and .with the solemn
a copy for several hundred was matched today to fight Tommy Vogt and Geo. Lewis was dissolved
prepared
there seemed to be a chance of her words of his medical adviser in his
handbills advertising, the big round- Murphy of New York, now in Chica- on the 1st day of February, 1913, AH
recovery,1" tast night, however, her ears "You have no right to marry un
up of farmers which is to be held go, on February 22, taking the place persons knowing themselves to be
condition became alarming and this til you are cured," he staggers blindly
here on Tuesday of next week. The of Joe Mandot of New Orleans, who indebted to or having claims against
to
morning she; paised'away.
of his fiancee and there handbills will be placed in the hands was suddenly taken ill. The bout will the above firm are requested to call
Mrs. '" Ackerman
born in Ala- is enacted that 'pitiful scene where of
2
at their office and make settlement
the Las Vegas merchants early to be scheduled here for 20 rounds.
bama in 1872, where she spent most two young lives stand upon the brink
Little doubt remained today that Ad of same on or before the 15th Inst
morrow morning and they will be
of her younger days.
She was mar- of separation, forced apart by thl
VOGT & LEWIS.
asked to ive one to every farmer who Wolgast, former lightweight chamried in Oklahoma 25 years ago to J. cruel hands of the disease. Fond eyes
enters
stores during the day. In pion, would meet Tommy Murphy of
their
-M. Ackerman; her parents were
at look Into eyes for the last time per this
"MILLING IN TRANSIT" CASE
way, it is expected, the meeting New York here February 22, In a 20
that time living in Texas.
haps and dear hands clasp dear hands will get a large amount of
round bout, taking the place of Joe
Toronto, Ont, Feb. 7.A case of
advertising
Mr. and Mrs. Ackerman came to and the victim goes pathetically to his
The agricultural college's demon Mandot of New Orleans, suddenly tak international Interest, involving a
New Mexico about ten years ago and little hall bedroom to face the black
question of freight rates and privil- stration train will be in the city all en ill.
bave resided in this state since that future with only one gleam of hope,
in a
day Tuesday and the Commercial club
time, living about two years in
the Union Printer's Home, Colorado had taken
upon, itself the task of ad
and later In Las Vegas. Mr. Springs, Colo.
the
fact among the farmers.
vertislng
Ackerman was'employed on the Santa
rle travels westward and arrives at In the
a big meeting will be
evening
Fe railway as a locomotive engineer, the Institution founded for these1 sad
held In the Commercial club's rooms.
but lately entered' the dairy business. victims of whom he has become one.
To this meeting will be invited all
Mrs. Ackernian was a loving wife, in- Being a member of the printers' union
fanners and citizens interested In
home-lovindustrious and
She made ho presents his card of admission to
the surrounding country.
many friends during her residence the home and after a careful examina- developing
Lectures
will
be given by the staff
in Las Vegas and had boen all hei tion by the physician he Is introduced
of demonstrators with the agricultural
life a member of the Methodist church. to his nurse and assigned to his tent,
train. These lectures will be illustrat
She will he missed by all her friends which Is either to become his salvai
ed. If today's Btorm ;toes not make it
but those who will suffer most are tion or the scene of his death. The
come
for
to
farmers
the
impossible
several children who survive her, six strong willing hands of the hosptta.1
come to town it is expected that a
being nnder 9 years of age, and it la nurses slowly hut surely push back
f;
to these especially that the entire the Impeding doom and bring him large number of tillers of tbS" soil
will attend the round-up- .
community's sympathy goes out
baiek from the edge of the grave Into
Besides hei' ; 7 husband Mitt. Acker the bright future of happy, healthy
i
man is survlvod by 13 children. They life.
,
FIREMEN
WILL
TRY
are Mrs. W. Moulton, A. P. Ackerman,
During these hours of patient watchM
Maggie, Bessie, (James
SJidlle
ing something steals In unexpectedly
t
I
Georgie, William, Louise, Harry, Da- and that something Is the love of a
TO KEGAM AID
woman for a man. But the sad part
vid, Evelyn, and Prances Ackerman
the latter only nine months old. The of It all is that the eyes of the man
funeral will be held from the Method- never see the beauty of the woman WILL ASK LEGISLATURE TO REi 1
TURN TO THEM A PERCENTist church Sunday afternoon at 2 who naves his life but look far from
o'clock. Rev. E. C. Anderson will
the gray mountains towards the east
AGE OF INSURANCE
the services.
where waits and watches the woman
At its regular monthly business
he loves and longs to marry. The
CONFERENCE OF EDUCATORS
nobility of the woman who saved his' meeting tonight the 13. Ilomero Hose
f
.Philadelphia, Feb. 7. The education-a- l life Is brought forth when she learns alul Flre company expects to vote
policy of the entire nation will be
the jdear one (far away, writes to.on whether the organization shall uond
discussed at a notable conference of her and bids her come and laim the lo the isew Alexlco legislature a peti
educators to iba bold in this city at man who loves hor. And when tha tion asking that body to revoke its
llio end of this month. ;The o;caslon victim, ho longer a
victim, steps forth action at tho last cession whon the
will bo the annual convention of the into th world
again, he is clasped in fund o' two per ceiiit of tbe nioneyk
department of superintendence of the the arms of the woman he loves.
received in the insurance fund war,
National Education Association of the
Hand and hand they go forth, hap withdrawn from tbe use of the voluUnited States. Several thousand mem- pywhile the other one looks
nteer fire departments of the stale an.
sadly
W4.
bers from all parts of the country will on, then turns hack to
carry out her turned into the salary lurid. The firelmrlleipate In the program, which will great nnd ennobling work of savins men state that wltliout this aaslstaucf
ii.ilude addresses by gome
of the
from the state they will be unable to
world's greatest' educators.
maintain their organization and ttiey
In conjunction with the convention
are of the beliof mat all the
SCENE FROM ACT 1 "GRAUSTARK"
of the department of superintendence
other volunteer fire fighting organiza
Hifckl meetings will be held by the
The engagement of the dramatiza hut to its crenmne worthiness s
tions in the state will be obliged to
au.t gntnd (lame Yvonne; enc'
National '6uncil of Education, Ihe
follow the same course.
tion of the wen known
COMPOUND
f'ntiiaiii:ii2! and IntHresurtq
Fto , lu t, t! r
?u,vi
ot, m mp , k i
i
National Society for the Study of
the
money
The firemen dec'aw that
worker! out for s!.-- e p
. .
.....
George Parr
"g-i- ih
nu
For
r
of
over
lftivp
three
decades
a
Ctj m
favorite
the Society of College Teachis not received from taxation and wil)
household medicine forCOTIGHS.
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TOMORROW NIGHT IS THE DATE FOR
THE APPEARANCE OF "GRAUSTARK"
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C Chicken Fol Pie. Baked Da upllni
One foul cut in joints; )i n.fi flour,
teaspootifulsalt; black peppe'", Zcups
flour; 3 level teaspoon ills K C Baking
J 'metier;
cup
teaspoon ful salt;
shortening; milk or cream.
Cover the fowl with toiling renter and
let simmer until tender, thenriMuovetoa
baking dish. Mis the
cup flour, suit
and black pepper with cold water to a
smooth paste and use to t'licken the
broth. Remove the fat from the top of
the broth if necessary liefore adding the
thickeuing. I'our this gravy over the
fowl, until it is nearly covered, and reserve the reet to serve apart. Sift together the flour, baking powder and salt,
three times; into this work theshorten-in- g
and use preatn or milk to make a
dough, less st if than for, biscuits. Put
this by spoouiuls over tiie fowl in the
dish, which it should 'rest upon and
completely ewer. Let1' bake about 35
minutes.
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has been repeatedly decided by the
courts of Kew Mexico, and
j t
Whereas the Btate of New Mexico
by ita constitution, rticie 8, section
7, has exempted properties of towns
from taxation, and
Whereas, certain portions of Pueblo grants have been allotted to individual members of Pueblos and have
become segregated from the land
and are now held In severalty
grants
DOES NOT LIKE THEIR PLAN FOR
by certain Individuals and have been
AVOIDING PAYMENT OF
cultivated and improved, and
l

f

1

5

DISPLEASED

BY

INDIANS.
STATE TAXES.

Whereas, such other portions of
land grants have been sold to citiSanta Fe, N. M., reb. 7 That the
zens of the state of New Mexico,
legislature of New Mexico does not
other than members of the Pueblos
entirely approve of the excursion of who have
settled upon such land so
the Pueblo Indians to Washington,
and by cultivation and improve
sold,
where, It is said, they propose to
ment, have made the same valuable,
cede

their lands to the United States
and thus escape taxation bv the state and
Whereas, a considerable portion of
authorities, was Indicated yesterday
said land so improved and cultivated
afternoon when both houses, by praclias for many years been returned for
tically unanimous vote, passed a resotaxation, and
prothe
lution protesting egalnst
Whereas the transfer of the title
Pueblos.
the
of
action
posed
in trust of such lands to the govern
was
In the house the resolution
ment of the United States would not
presented by Representative Catron
such lands from taxation by
exempt
of Santa Fe, and under suspension of
the state, if they are in fact taxable.
43
of
vote
the
the rules, adopted by
to 0. The resolution was promptly and wheras such action would entire
cent to the senate where, after a ly change the custom of the said Pueblo Indians as well as their
somewhat sharp debate, it was adoptform of government, and
,
Cramp-ton4.
Senators Holt,
ed 18 to
Whereas, many of the Pueblos are
Hankie and Page spoke in favor
of its adoption, while Senator Barth, opposed to such Interference in their
who is the champion of the down- affairs and prefer to remain citizens
trodden of every race and color, vig- of New Mexico and to retain their
orously opposed it. Senator McCoy, land3 In custom as they have been
who didn't quite understand what It since 18G9, and
was all about, voted in the negative
Whereas, the said Pueblo officials
as did Senator Sulzer. The resolu- may be proceeding under a misunder
tion follows:
standing of the status of the Pueblo
Engrossed copies of the resolution grants with respect to their taxabilhave been forwarded by the chief ity, and are spending time and monclerk of the senate to Secretary of ey to no purpose, and
the Interior Fisher, Senators Fall and
Whereas, the ajyuisition by the naCatron and Congressmen Fergusson tional government of titles to the
and Curry.
land of any class of citizens of a
The test is as follows:
state for any except public, governHouse Joint Resolution No. 12.
mental purposes, would be a gross
Whereas it has been brought to and unwarranted invasion of the
the attention of the legislature of the rights of the state to control its own
state of New Mexico that officials of citizens and their property, therefore,
a few of the Pueblos of New Mexico Be It resolved, by the legislature
are now en route to Washington for of New Mexico that it disapproves
the purpose of presenting to the sec of and protests against the contemretary of the Interior a plan under plated transfer of Pueblo lands to
which an attempt will be made to the United States or to any officer
convey the Pueblo land grants to the thereof, for any purpose whatever.
"Cnited States, to be held in trust for
The prompt action of the legisla23 years and to make the Pueblo In ture is not to be taicen as an indica
dians wards of the government in tion of
any particular fear of tht
order to avoid the payment of taxes success of the
plan of the Indians
upon their lands, and.
and their attorney. It is rather the
Whereas the titles of said Pueblo
desire of the members to impress
grants are for simple titles in the upon the congress
ot the Unfed
Pueblos, dating back to 1GS9, and are States and the
secretary of the inguaranteed to the Pueblos by the terior that the people ot New MexicC.
treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, and
resent any attempt, however futile
Whereas said grants are commun- and
ridiculous, to interfere with the
ity grants or town grants, each hav- sovereign rights of the state. The
ing located within Its boundaries a bald attempt on the part of a few Intown inhabited by what are common
dians to deprive the state of the taxly known as Pueblo Indians, said ation revenue of some of its most
town being the owner of all property
valuable lands is not generally taken
within said grants, which have not
but the legislature deemed
seriously,
been allotted In severalty, and
of wisdom to resent it
the
it
part
Whereas the congress of the Unitand emphatically.
promptly
ed States by admitting New Mexico
The resolution is the direct result
Into the union ceded Jurisdiction
of the meeting here last Sunday and
over all grants and private lands to
the departure for Washington of thir
the state of New Mexico, an J
teen Indians, claiming to represent
Whereas the said Pueblo Indians
six of the eighteen pueblos of New
are citizens) of tha United States
Mexico. The credentials of at least
and of the stato ot New Mexico as
one of these men are seriously questioned by his fellow tribesmen.
Remarkable Story of Attempt By the
Indians.
The history of this attempt of the
Pueblos to cede their lants to the
government '8, to say the least, re
If You Feel Fagged to a Fin- markable, and, backed by able officials of the united Statej govern
ish and Utterly Used Up
ment who like their ojbs and would
Here is Quick Relief.
retain them indefinitely, it has been
under way for many moons, in fact
for at least a year.
The movement had its Inception, K
Is said, with oficials of the northern
Pueblos, when the United States at
torney for the Pueblos and ttie super
intendent of tne Santa Fe Indian
lit.''
called a meeting in Santa Fe
Don't Be Chained to the Hitching
Post of Wearyland.
of the Indians, the avowed purpose
Half the people you meot cnmplnlr. of ot which was for the Indians to disweary miiKelex, sluKnant brain. Junked
nerves, and a mournful denlro to lay cuss what they should do to best pre
down titid Just quit. Most of theso people serve the present status of the In
"have been using nervines that ppuMnioil-Icalldlan villages
and to decide upon
flare up Iho nerves only to die
to preserve their
means
and
ways
down OKitln, ns die they must Avoid
nerve Htiinulimfd. Hear in mind tlmt this ancient customs and to prevent the
worn out fi'uiliijf in duo to poor blond, extinction of the Pueblo race in this
to bacteria in tha Winer you drink; to
slate. The Immediate cause for the
Iho multiplying of diiHtrucllvo
In
the Mood faster than they can bo over- activity of the federal officials came
come by the white corpuscles; nnd to about in a most peculiar way. ,
what In known hh
that
The Pueblo of Nniu.be hud in past
where the venous or impure blood
accumulates faster than It can be re- years sold through its officials cerplaced by the red arterial blood.
tain lands to citizens of the United
If yit fuel
out (to to
drug Stttf's other than
Pueblo Indians,
more nnd asi, fr a bottle of any
8. 8. 8
fcwift's Burs SSpecilio. Here Ik a
which citizens had taken possession
remedy
that fictg at work in a twlnkline; It Just of their lands and
improved the same
naturally rushes rKht Into your blood,
seat tern germs rinht nnd left, up and and had erected a grist mill nnd othdown and sideways.
er imltastrial establishments which
J You
feel better nt once, not from a
were both a direct value to the Pustimulant, not from the action of ilruRS,
),ut from the rational effw.t of a nuttlra, eblo Indians as well as educational
Just.
active tm,l jURt as timeinstitutions. This conditoin likewise
ly as to a tnsu who has been lost In the existed in nearly alt or tne Pueblos
mountains, is about starved and cornea
iicross a settler Just cooking a savory of New Mexico. The United Slates
(.
meal of Rood honest be,;f. ,0
jw.lect attorney for the Pueblo Indians of
ti, get a. bottle of S. 8. B.
Ii will New Mexico conceived the idea of
make you feel better in
ft few
In
It is prenared cm'.y
u,e labora- bringing a suit to quiet the title to
tory of The Swift fipeolfle Co., 1ST Hwlft the lauds of the Pueblo of Nambe 3n
r.Mir , A'laria, da. Henn fur their fNi the name of a body politic and cor!; te'i'nR of the many Ktritnee cord),
the "PutjUo da Nambc," and
vat HC'Ii-'- thn boroHU family bj ' porals
broii-f- it
tucli Pint !t) the nann) of
quasi-municip-

'

and

Pern

Oof

the Puoblo against Jose Inez Roybal
aud others.
A (short while afterward the Pueblo of Nambe,
through its officials as
directed hy a large majority of the
population of the Pueblo employed
special counsel and directed that a
petition be filed setting forth that
the United States attorney for the
Pueblo Indians had acted without authority and tnat it was the wish of
the Pueblo to retain uch persons as
Jose Inez Roybal and others as
neighbors and asking that the suit
be forthwith dismissed.
This peti
tion appears among tne records of
the district court of Santa Fe county
as well as the action of the court
thereon, which was to the effect that
the United States attorney for the
Pueblo Indians nad no authority
whatsoever o use the corporate
name of the Pueblo to bring suit unless directed to so do by the officials of the Pueblo, who were the
custodians of the corporate identity
of the Pueblo
This jjecision clearly established
the fact that the United States attorney for the Pueblo Indians was merely an attorney paid by the government to perform such services and
give such advice as he was called
upon to give by tne Pueblos and with
no initiative rights within the province of his office.
But In this connection it must be
borne In mind that the department
of the Interior has repeatedly held
that it would treat the Pueblo Indians of New Mexico as under their
custody and control regardless of all
former decisoins.
It has been generally understood
that the government of the United
States, in line with this policy has
sought through the United States attorney for the Indian Pueblos and
other officials of the United States
government to control traffic of certain kinds, notably the liquor traffic,
upon the lands of the Puetilo Indians
and to treat their lands as Indian
lands instead of lands held by indefensible title prior in date to the existence of the United States.
A Killing By the Indian Police.
As a result of the position Indian
police were created who attempted
to prohibit the liquor traffic within
the Pueblo grants of New Mexico;
and so strenuous were the police in
the performance of their duties that
in the Pueblo of Santa Clara some
time back one of the Indian police
killed an inhabitant of the Pueblo of
Santa Clara, and when indicted was
released because under the laws ot
the United States and tne decisions
of the supreme court ot the United
States an officer of the United States
government could not he tried tor
acts committed by him while in the
discharge of his official duties. These
conditions aroused the feeling and
sentiment or the rueblos of the
north and again they were forced to
employ special counsel and prepare
petitions preferring charges against,
both the United States attorney tor
the Indian Pueblos of New Mexico
and the superintendent of the Indian
school at Santa Fe for their actions;
and pictesting against the policing
of their Pueblos by Indian police and
against unwarranted search of their
dwellings, also protesting agair.dt tht
acts of the two offices in attempting
at the meeting held in the city of
Santa Fe heretofore referred to, 'a
induce the Pueblos of New Mexico
to deed their lands to the governmnt
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Martin Armbnmt, of Biii irmi, Ark.,
"I was taken sick v.'ithAcuto
niui honrt trov, lU I had
lump in my ttuvnuoh ii ut neaiiy
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Meets first and third Tuee
day evenings each month at Wood
men Hall. Visiting brothers
coral
ally Invited to attend. A. M. Adlet
President: E. c. Ward, Secretary

CHAPTER NO. 3, ROYMASONS RegtJar con
vocation first Monday In L. O. O. MOOSE Meets
second an
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Blood, Secretary.
J. Thornhtu
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329.

A brindle Boston bull dog, an
swers to the name of Shake. Re- turn to H. W. Kelly's residence, 825
Sixth street Reward.
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"Having closed our view of the
merits of this case we may be in- interior could
Attorneys-at-LaVisiting members are especially
not be sustained,
dulged in reflecting that of the hign-l- Judge Pope's decision was in suh
La Vegas.
welcome and cordially Juvlted.
New Mextoc
interesting causes we have had to stance, that the Pueblo Indians of
consider and determine during the New Mexico were
DENTISTS
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present session this is the second in of the Republic of Mexico and un
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every first DR. E. L.
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HAMMOND, DENTIST.
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of the month in the; vestry
complaintant. The first Keenly touch- became citizens of the United States Tuesday
Crockett Building.
rooms of Temple Monteflore at 8
ed the religious affections of these and
Office Telephone
Main 111
that they hold their lands by
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
children of the Rock of Acoma. They unconditional
House Telephone
Main Wt
patents from the Unit
Isaac Appel,
cordially Invited.
had been deprived by neighboring ed States issued in
recognition of
President; Charles Greenclay, Sec
Pueblos of the ancient likeness in titles
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
granted them oy the govern
retary.
fall painting of their patron or guar- ment of
Dentist
Spain centuries ago and that
dian saint, San Josa. However much such Pueblo Indians
Dental
of any description ai
work
holding thiir
the philosopher or more enlightened lands undAr such tenure it was not KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUN moderate prices.
oil NO. 804. Meets aecond and Room 1 Center Block. Tel. Main 136
Christian may smile at the simple within the
power of congress in ad'
fourth Thursday In O. R. C. Hall,
faith of these people in their sup
East Las Vegas, Nt M.
mitting New Mexico as a state to dr
Pioneer building.
Visiting memposed immediate and entire guardian clare Buch lands Indian
o
country,
bers are cordially Invited'. Richard
of the Pueblo, td them it was a pil- to reserve to the federal
government
Here is a message of hope and good
Devine, G. K.; Frank Angel, F. 8.
lar of fire by night and a pillar of the power to
regulate the liquor traf
cheer from Mrs. C. J. Martin, Boone
cloud by day, the withdrawal of whose fic with
such Indians, the latter be
Mill, Va., who is the mother of IS
light and shade crushed the hopes ing a part of the police power of the I. O. 0. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO. children. Mrs. Martin was cured of
of, these sons of Montezuma and left state and not of the state.
1.
Meets every Monday evening at stomach trouble and constipation by
The ef
chamberlain's
Tablets after fle
them victims to doubt, to gloom and fect ot this decision when
their
hall on Sixth street All visitcouplea
years of suffering and now recomto fear. The cherished object of the with all of
the other conditions hereing brethren cordially Invited to
mends these tablets to the public. Sold
veneration of their long line of ances- toforefore referred to
J. D. Friedenstlne, N. Q.; by all dealers. Adv.
is, that the
try, this court permanently restores, government of the United
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. Elwood,
States
and by this decree confirms to them, having no
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer;
rights or control over the
and throws around them the shield Pueblos of New
When Burton Holmes recently gave
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
Mexico, the neces
his celebrated travelogue on "Panof the law's protection of their religsity for a United States Indian attor
ama" at Orchestra Hall, Chicago, he
ious love, piety and confidence. In
ney ceases to exist
B. P. O. ELKS Meets second
and was seriously lnterupted by continual
this case the title that Spain had givThe folly of the movement of the
No one an.
fourth Tuesday evening of each coughing of the audience.
en this people, confirming to them officers of
noys willingly and If people with
the Pueblos who have
on
month
Elks home
Ninth streft coughs, colds, hoarseness and tickling
the possession
and ownership of gone to
Washington in an effort to
and Douglas avenue. Visiting broth- in throat would use Foley's Honey and
their lands, end the rock upon which have the Indians of New
Mexico sur
Tar Compound, they could
ers are cordially invited. P. D.
quickly
they have so long lived, was found in render their birth-righ- t
cure their coughs and colds and avoid
and become
ConD.
Exalted
W.
Ruler;
the hands of one professing to be a wards of the
G.
O.
this
Schaefer and
annoyance.
government instead of
don, Secretary.
Red Cross Drug Co. Adv.
Nbetter instructed and more civilized citizens of the United
thus
States,
race, and turned by him into the becomes
reaapparent but a
means of extortion and money gath- son for this ostensible possible
show might
ering from the unoffenslve inhabit- be that It is well known that in the
ants.
senate of the United States there is
2,000 Jba. or More, Each Delivery
20c per 100 lbs.
"It is gratifying to us to be the a strong sentiment
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the
25c per 100 lbs.
fur
against
judicial agents through which an ob- ther appropriation of public money
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30c per 100 lbs.
ject of their faith and aevotioa, as for the support of an attorney for the
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well as the ancient manuscripts, that Pueblo Indians of New
Less than 50 lbs. Each Delivery
Mexico which
50o per 100 lbs.
is the written evidence that estab is now
generally cmced to be a
lished their ancient rights to their useless office. It has been
pointed one
soil and their rock, ar u.re safely that there never
exisred any authorf I
restored and confirmed to their pos ity for the office and In
I 1
Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity and
fact there is
M session and
keeping."
no such office, the same being mereIt
Lasting Qualities ol Which Have Made Las Vegaa Famous.
t'.j
In the light of the foregoing it is ly a creation of tho department of
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE
hard to conceive what evil spirit interior for the purpose of
carrying
has entered the minus ot these an- out the ideas of a former secretary.
cient sons of Montezuma and caused The present incumbent in the office,
them so hurriedly to hold for naught nowover, may ue trusted to spare no
all that they had fought for through-ou- t effort to create a necessity or a reathe many years of their exist- son for his continued official existence; it Is hard to conceive how they ence.
could so easily be misled by the arguments that by deeding their lands
to the government
of the United
PETER P. MACKEL
1
States all ot their troubles and dif
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of the United States and to become
wards of Uncle Sam.
At this meeting all of the above
conditions were presented' and the
superintendent of the Indian school at
Santa Fe as well as the United States
attorney for the Pueblo Indians, as
fully appears from the charges preferred against them by the northern
Pueblos, did alL within their power to
convince the Pueblo Indians that If
they were to surrender their lands
to the government of the United
Staes and become waras of the gov
ernment all of the then difficulties
would be removed and the government would handle their matters for
them and provide for their mainten-tainnancThis action Beemed to
have outraged many of the Pueblos
and caused them to oppose the proposition in a most vigorous manner.
They contended that they held, their
lands by titles even superior to that
of the United States government and
that they were absolute citizens of
the United States, and had managed
themselves and their affairs for hundreds of years, having built up customs and a local form of municipal
government consisting of a vast
number of officials, each of whom
had a special duty to perform with
regard to the management and control of the Internal affairs of their
Pueblos, that to comply with tht
plan sought to be rrtirsued would
amount to an absolute abolition of all
their customs, nabits and ceremonies
and other things which they held so
sacred, and that it would be ridiculous for them as owners of vast
tracts of land to became paupers by
deeding their lands away and then
be compelled to beg and seek alms
of the Great ather.
That the views taken oy the ejf
lightened Pueblos were undoubtedl)
sound requires but a reference to a
few of the famous decisions of the
supreme court of New Mexico deciding Pueblo matters, as witness the
following quotation from the decision
by Judge Benedict in the case of de
la O v., the Pueblo of Acoma, decided
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Sole Agents

If it may be termed a science
include

must

a means of presenting the
'
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proposition to the greatest number
of prospective buyers. To reach this
class in the southwest us) the

Selling

Dourbon

The body of Richard Nygard, who
fell in a well north of town Wednes
day and died from his injuries, was.
sent to Fairdale, North Dakota, this

QUICK ACTION ADJUSTABLE; GRATES

Save Labor For Wome

DIED LAST NIGHT

afternoon.

OF Ai
MISSIONER HAD BEEN ILL
FOR SOME TIME.

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
This evening at the Elks' club the
in the wood. Direct from distillery to
team and the Hoke team will
Witten
you. At the Lobby, of course. AdY.
roll their bowling game. The game
At 6 o'clock yesterday evening ,at
There will be no change of program will commence at 8:30 o'clock. All St. Anthony's sanitarium, Mrs. Amat the Photoplay tonight Pictures Elks and their iad.es are invited to brosia Lujan, wife of llateo Lujan.
assistant commissioner of pubiic
same as last night and. Wednesday. attend.
lands in New Mexico, died of meninDuncan and Browne. Adv.
Gross, Klly and Company yester gitis. Mrs. Lujan had been in the
Don't let the Btorm keep you from day loaded out 52 wagons of mer- sanitarium for about six weeks, but
the Royal Neighbors' social and' en- chandise to freighters. Business may only lately had she been seriously
tertainment tonight Program starts be poor all over the country, but the ill. Mrs. Lujan was 50 years and
force at Gross, Kelly's establishment one month of age, she was born at
promptly at 8 o'clock. Adv.
Isn't kicking.
San Miguel, New Mexico, January 6,
18C3, and spent most of her life in
P. C. Hooker, who resides near MinA special meeting of the ooard ot this state, being educated at Mora,
eral Hill, this morning applied at the
directors
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will be held Monday even convent of St. Joseph at Trinidad.
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Ing in the club rooms. Business of She was married December 8, 1879,
Snow fell practically all day today importance will be transacted and a to Mateo Lujan at Mora, going from
and the temperature took a decided full attendance of the directors is there to Eastern New Mexico nor
The weather man promises expected.
Clayton where Mr. Lujan was endrop.
more snow for tonight and Saturday
gaged in the merchandise and cattle
Poles and wires to be used in the business. Mr. and Mrs. Lujan came
with Increasinug cold.
construction of Las Vegas' new street to Las Vegas in 1903 ana have reT. Abbons of Kansas City will fill lighting system are arriving daily, ac sided here since that time. Mrs.
the position vacated by C. S. Williams cording to Manager W. P. Southard Lujan was a daughter of J. B. Vaur.
at the Wells Fargo Express office. He of the Las Vegas Light and Power one of the earliest pioneers of the
Mr. Southard expects to state. Mr. Vaur died in Las Vegas
will arrive the first part of next week company.
once
at
the installation of the adbut three years ago. Airs. Lujac
begin
to become the local agent.
system, which will consist of high- is survived besides her husband,
Charles Onion, the florist, is the power tungsten lamps placed on every by four sons, Ed L. Lujan, reading
corner in the city.
clerk of the house oi representatives
proud father of an eight pound girl toof New Uexico; Eugene D. Lujon,
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the
cigars
day.
passing
The Albuquerque Business College connected witn the Rosenwald firm
around and informing everyone he
meets that the world still moves on. teams came up this afternoon on of Las Vegas; Hector
Lujan and
train No. 10. Those who came up- Louis C. Lujan ot tnis city, and three
Traffic has been heavy for the past re: Hammel, Treffenburg, Zirhut, sisters, Mrs. a. A. Clement of Las
Coach C. R.
week on the Santa Fe. Three sec- Hanna, Zearing, Neher,
Vegas, Mrs. E. M. Salazar and Airs.
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Anna Charles Ellison of Trinidad
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His,
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Helen Wickham, Laura
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will leave the residence at
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morning and services will be held at
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will
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emonstration
that
train
ception at 10 o'clock and interment
day
o.' the minstrel show to be given by
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Y. M. C. A. but from now on
cial club rooms instead. All agricut the
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M. C.
the city next Tuesday evening and hearsals will be held in the Y.
THE ACKERMAN DAIRY.
A. building. This minsterl show is
On account of the funeral of Mrs.
hear this lecture.
to be kiven in the opera house about
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in
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event
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which
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four couples rolling two gas
evening,
runabout
congregation.
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set
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Mrs.
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Mr. and Mrs. Carl Wertz,
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.
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mero Hose and Fire company.
whom Mr. Wheeler
Mr and Mrs. Harry Fleming, through
cations are that a large crowd will be 429 pins, an'l
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Martin
pins
present The committees in charge
that if some charitably disposed citiof the affair have arranged to make
zen will now present the institution
it the most successful social event in The concert given last night at the with a good horse they will have a
Washburn
the
house
by
the history of the company, which Is Duncan, opera
complete outfit which can probably
College Glee club was enjoyed by a be
over 30 years old.
used to advantage in the work of
According to those
large audience.
the
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of
A citizen of Las Vega for some who had charge of the reservation
700 people were in
tickets
the
nearly
time has been receiving letters in
the house. The club is made up of 20
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ed. This evidently is a case of abuse were heartily encored.
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David
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J.
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postal authorities probably will look
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F. T. B. Fest, Die board of supervision
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Extra Fancy Mackerel
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each
judgment is directed particularly
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against t.ho hospital association. Some
Fancy Boston Mackerel '
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2 for
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unfloor
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25c
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Farms

OPTIC
WANT COLUMNS
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Any man will buy the machine that will sav i
labor in the factory or on the farm. Why no
save labor for a woman in her kitchen when it
costs nothing extra to do it?
Get a high grade malleable range with the
wonderful grate lifting device which raises the
fire up to the top of the stove as easily as
"y
gasolene flame can be turned up.
A meal can be quickly cooked with a well

"It

f

Three turns of the shaker handle on a STecial
geared shaft do the business.
With a shallow fire box when the grate is
raised half as much fuel is needed.
With the fire close to the top, drafts can be
closed and fuel lasts longer.
No time is waisted waiting for a big fire to bum.
Less fuel has to be carried by tired women and much fuel is saved.
No over heated kitchen in summer because meals can be cooked from small
fires raised to the top of the stove without heCting up the range.
Quick Action Kanges with the adjustable grate cost no more than other
high
grade malleable ranges.

p

FOR. SALE BY

J.CJbHNSEN&SON
Local
AgentS- -

Jefferson Raynolds, President.
Hallett Raynolds, Cashie
H. Erie Hoke, AssasiHnt Cashier.

E. D. Raynolds, Vice President.
S. B. Davis, Vice President.

J

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N.

Capital,

$100,000

M

Surplus, and Ukdividid Profits 135,000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Ac
commodation Within the Scope of Good Banking,

Interest Paid on

'

Time Deposits

th

lb Cost cf Evcrjlbicg Eatable

FULLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR DOOR

$1,050

5

)f'T1
OVERLAND HOD?! 59 T
;

to

Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator
show you.

las

Vegas AntoioMIe

Phjne Main 344.
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Gross, Kelly

The

MRS. MATEO LUJAN

Cor-razd-

BAIN WAGON
..

lamps at 6. IS

Cart-wrigh- t,

n-m-

THE OLD RELIABLE

--

Try a dram q! Old Taylor
at the Opera Bar. Adv.

7, 1913.

o'clock this evening.
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GROWN

FEBRUARY
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Highest In Quality

-

Strlcly Fresh Home Laid
-

Eggs
Kansas Eggs

'

v

35c per dozen

30c per dozen

Delicious In Flavour
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Toriiwy Howell
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FIGHTS FOR TONIGHT.

Las Vqjas Steam
&

r
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Insist on "Hunts" if you want the highest
qviality in canned fruits
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TO DIE.

Albany, N. T., Feb. 7. Four murderers are slated to die in the elea
trio chairs in New York state prisons
ern l:Tfdr-ici- t
tho com In 5 week. Th
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